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Three Tearns Refused
Points in Swim Meet

DAILY LOBO

SPO·RTS.
PAUL SHODAL, Editor

lntram1.1ral Corner ~ ••

Climax Near in Basketball and Tennis
•

I •
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By AI Mogull
The spirit and fury of intram'ilral
basketball and tennis are rapidly
approaching a. climax.
On Wednesday, l(appa Alpha
beat AFROTC to take third place
in all-University competition. John
Jasper, Kappa :Alpha, lost his singles match to Ken }!anson, 6-2, 6-2.
The KA doubles team, composed of
Bob Barney and Bill Lewis, defeated Harry and Fred McCracken of
the AFROTC, 1-6, 6-3, 6-1.
John Taul, KA, and Paul Myers,
AFROTC, furnished the highlight
of the day with their well matched
sets. John Taul finally won the
match, 3-6, 6-0, 9-7.
Intramm·a.l Athlete of the Week:
John Taul. For his outstanding display on the University tennis
courts. Taul, who combines excellent form with an equally potent
forehand, backhand, and serve,
looks like a good prospect for the
University varsity team. Taul never
seems to w,orr:y, even though ha;rd
pressed, anp he always has a smile
for the spectators. John doesn't appear to play his be~t until he ~s
forced to, In the semi-finals and m
the third place .playoffs, Taul lost

his first sets but came back to win
.
his next two.
Basketball continued Wednesday
night at the University gymnasium.
In the opening game of the evening,
Phi Delta 'l'heta overcame Sigma
Chi, 28-17. Albert Brion was high
point man for the Phi Delts with
10 points. Pi Kappa Alpha won
from Sigma Phi Epsilon by a forfeit,
The De Anza club won an easy
victory from the Newman club, 3813. Charles Sanchez and Luige Gurza shared top honors, both scoring
nine points. In the final game of the
evening, the Shothots squeezed past
the scrappy NROTC, 30-24. Gordon
French sparked the Shothots by
scoring 12 points.
Three quarters through the basketball schedule, Kappa Sigma and
the Phi Delts lead their respective
leagues. Kappa Sig has three Wins
and no losses. Phi Delta Theta has
four wins. The Jerboans and the De
Anza club are tied for first place
in one league, both with records of
three wins. The Crusaders and the
Shothots are also tied in their
league, with three wins each. •

Director John Dolzadelli told the
second meeting of the Intramural
council recently that three groups,
the Rockets, Alpha Epsilon· Pi and
Sigma Alpha Epsilon did not com. ply with the. entry rules for the
intramural swimming meet.
These 'teams entered less than
the required eight swimmers. The
council decided to ta'ke the entry
points away from the te~ms but
allow them to keep their place
points. The final settlement of penalties. for teams not fulfilling entrance :requirements was put off ;for
a future date.
The council passed a motion tliat
in case of a tie in the basketball
leagues there would be a playoff
before the teams would •be allowed
to play for all-U ·championship,
Dolzadelli told the council that
the gym will be opened every Sunday from now on for the use of
students. The ban on the use of
the field south of Men's Dorm has
been lifted.
·
Any students interested in inli-amural fencing, rifle competition o:.;
skiing should see John Dolzadelh
in the gymnasium any afternoon.

$3,000 Stipends Offered
For phile Study Projef:t
Fellowships amounting to $3,000
for single students and $5,000 for
married students .are now being offered by the Doherty Foundation.
Applicants must ca:r:ry out projects
in some Latin-American country,
preferably Chile.
·
For further information contact
the School of Inter-American Affairs.

Art Re/:uod uctions
At U Gallery Show

,,

Architectural students are eligible to compete for $325 in prizes
to be awarded in two national design contests.
The first design calls for a group
of garden apartments with 350

COME ••

THE BATTLIN' BOZOS WHO
BAZOOKA'D THEIR WAY TO GLORY!

NEXT WED.-THUR.
CHARLES K. FELDMAN prosonts

ORSON WELLES
in A MERdURY PRODUCTION

"Moebeth"
by William Shakespeare
introducing
JEANETTE NOLAN
withDan O'Herllhy
Roddy McDowall
Edgar Barrier

.
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FEATURES AT 5:00·7:30-10:00
STUDENTS -~~---·------ .50c
ADULTS --------·-------$1.00
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Pre ·med ClubSlates
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OPENS
11:45
TOM 'N' JERR'l:' in

"FRAMED CAT ..
JOE McDOAKES
in

"SO YOU WANT
A RAISE"
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A trip to the State Mental hospita! at Las Vegas and one to the
Lovelace clinic here a:re planned
for the newly organized Pre-med
club. ·
The club will hold its second
meeting in Bi9logy 12A at 7:30 tonight. .At its first meeting two
weeks ago a constitution was drawn
up and officers were elected.
A petition is being made by the
club to Alpha Epsilon Delta, 'nationa! honorary pre-medical fraternity, for a charter.
All pre-medical, pre-dental, and
pre-veterinary students are invited
to the meeting tonight.
Chosen as president for this semaster was Reed Porter. Other officers elected were Aleck Chello, vicepresident; Mary Cay Jones, secreta:ry; Faith Sherping, treasurer,
and John Wiley, socia~ chairman.
Dr. ,Edward F. Castetter and Dr.
Martin W. Fleck were chosen as
faculty advisers for the club.

Tibet's Mesa Is Top
For Rockets- LaPaz
Dr. Lincoln LaPaz, director of
the Institute of Meteoritics, told the
Optimist club Friday he believes
the..Chinese Communists want Tibet
to keep the United Nations from
using the four-mile high plateau
for launching guided missiles.
LaPaz said that missiles launched from Tibet's rarified atmosphere
would meet less resistance and consequently go much farther.
He added that the Communists
know that it is a key place for attacking or protecting vital countries in Asia.

Judah to Lead Forum

ERNIE PYLE

PHO. 2-5978

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1950
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Dr. Chrles B. Judah, associate
professor of government, will speak
tomorrow night at a meeting of Air
Reserve units. The meeting will be
at 7:30 in the old theater building
on Kirtland AF base. Dr. Judah
will lead a forum discussing "Instruments of National Policy."
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Student
Constitution
To Be G1ven Sunday, .
.
No Admission Charge Gets Faculty Approval

WEST POINT, ]'f.Y., Nov. 11;Bach's eig~teenth- ~entu:ry B
(Special to the Daily Lobo)-A:rmy Mmor Mass Will have Its first AIdidn't teach restraint here. this buquerque performance Nov. 19 !lt
afternoon as its Cadets, the na- 8:30 p.m •. m. the SUB. There Will
tion's top football team, hurried to ,be no admi,SSlO~ charge.
smack down the New Mexico Lobos
Under duectlon o_f Prof: Mo~ton
51-0
Schoenfeld, a 54-voice choir, atded
The largest crowd ever to witwill prenep;s .a footpall game in hallowed
Rated as neithe; Catholic nor
MIChie stadmt?, 3C,476, cheered as ·Protestant in scores or words, the
the Cher:r:y-shuted underdog;s from Bach Mass :represents the dual
New MeXICO held the future gen- aims of its author. A devout Luthe:rals to a 7-0 advantage at the first eran Bach is said to have comquarter,
bined the best in Protestant and
The Cadets pulled no punches as Catholic liturgies.
they pil!yed ~heir top hands almost
To put over the impressive chothe entire. distance. The expected :ruses and arias that Bach wrote
shining light of the day was AI into this major work, Professor
Pollard, the powerful and confident Schoenfeld is using a well-balanced
fullback from California. The Army choir of 17 sopranos, 17 altos, eight
backfield ace scored 19 points dur- tenors 13 basses, four soloists, and
ing the afternoon.
an or~hestra.
The A:t'~y jugg~rnaut! gatherin~ · The sopranos are: Beverly Burke,
steam as 1ts seemmgly mexhausb- Patricia Yenney, Edith Bt•ay, Marble supply of reserve wore down ietta Brown, Beatrice Hubbell,
Alice Dement, Elissa Frazier, MitSee story on page four
zi Reed, Barbara Watkins, Ollie
Austin, Harriet M. Riebe, Barbara
McLean, Evelyn -Losack, Patricia
the New Mexico forces, capitalized Dickson, Gloria Castillo, Grace
on several costly Lobo mistakes. Ma:rben, and Mary Thomas.
Here we use the word "reserves"
The altos a:re: Mila Castillo, Rita
loosely. They are not reserves in Sharpes, Josie Klassen, Margaret
sense of being "substitutes." They· Klassen, Frances Martin, Eleanor
are reserves that often do a job Silbo, Attlene Davenport, Margaret
just as well as the stat•ting eleven. Spaberg, Molly Hardaway, NoraThe Army uses a complete pla- 1 R b
h s
I ard Jane
ee urn aug , ue zz , .
toon
system; unit.
an offensive
unitthese
and Baldwin,
Evelyn
B:rya defensive
Each of
s
H Miller,
d Mary
J
T'·tan,
uzanne
ernan
ez,
ean
"""
units is two players deep in each tr 11
d c
· F b
eThe
, an
or es.
Wesley Selposition.
eight onme
tenors are:
He is one of many Cadets who by, Jim Benner, Rea Alsup, Bob
cannot be called "second-stringers." Daniels, Edwin Todd, George PurThe fact that Gil Stevenson and nell Diggs, Jim Dulte, and Ted
Jim Cain did not play for A:rmy Phillips.
is no criterion that Army ·'Wasn't
The basses are: Gene McDaniel,
going all-out in the scoring depart- Phil, Thomas, Tom Lief, Wiley
ment. Stevenson, a top fullback in Peeples, Richard · Bittman, Neil
his own right, has been relegated Wilson, Edward Abbey, Halim Elto the reserve line by Pollard's sen- Dabh, Joe Salazar, Charles G.
sational play. So we have in this Smith Jr., Wm. Henry Scultz, Sam
case, a former all-American can- Fresquez, and Austin Peck.
didate playing with a :reserve unit.
The four featured vocal soloists
For the first time in many games, are: Mitzi Reed and Evelyn Hua Lobo opponent failed to get a man ~sack, sopranos; Evelyn Miller, alto;
loose on a long scoring jaunt. The and Neil Wilson, bass.
Army yardage, for the most part
was of a six- to 10-yard gaining
nature. The clean play in the game
:reflects the statistic that only a total of 65 yards in penalties was
Mortar Board asks students
assessed.
who ordered mums for HomeChuck Hill and Roger Cox, playcoming but did not pick them up'
ing brilliantly for a lost cause, led
to report to the Associated Studthe New Mexico offense. Manny
ents office in the SUB for refunds.
Morales, the Lobos' defensive tower,
smacked hard, along with Tony BerThe Student Spirit committee
nitsky, Ray Newman, and Bill Mcwill meet tomorrow at 4 p. m. in
Laughlin.
the SUB. lounge to plan Friday's
pep rally. Pictures will be taken
for the Mirage.

~~nft:itj!C:os~If~~stra,

NOTICE

Wilson, 3 Students
In Church Program

Perfect mildness? You bet. Scientific tests,

confirmed by three' independent consulting
laboratories, prove that Lucky Strike is milder
than any other principal brand. Rich taste?
Yes, the full, rich taste of truly fine tobacco.
Only fine tobacco gives you both real mildness
and rich taste. And Lucky Strike means fine
tobacco. So enjoy the happy blending that combines perfect mildness with a rich, true tobacco
taste. Be Happy-Go Lucky!

The Rev. Dr. F. M. Wilson, director of the United Student Christian fellowship at UNM, and three
foreign UNM students took part
in the Sunday services at the Evangelical United Brethren church.
The Rev. Dr. Wilson gave the
morning sermon. Marie Sommerville from India, Sang Keun Chun
from Korea, and Wllliam Mensa
Dapra from West Africa, present-ed the evening program.

~.S./M. F.T.·Lucky Strike
~ans Rne 10N«o
CdPitu THI AMiftiCAN TOIACC:.O COM,.ANY

LOBO

Army Pulls Few PunChes; Bach's ~Minor Mas~

With the gal who put whammo in their ammo and a Frenchy
song on their lips! - - - The Beautiful
A
.DAVID
jOHN
N
I
AGAR
BRIAN
D

SUZZANE

DAILY

VOL. LIII

BREAKTHROUGH

Led by Fred Brian the Phi Delt
basketball team fought to a 28 to
17 victory over Sigma Chi ,in t!J.e
intramural "tournament. This VICtory gives them first :place in their
bracket in the f:ratermty league.
The Phi Delts and Sigma Chi,
runner/! up, will meet the winners
of the other bracket for the fraternity league championship. The
top contenders on that side of the
league are the Kappa Sigs and
Delta Sigs. The' Phi Delts were last
year's intramural basketball champions.
·

e

•
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• • •

- Brian Sparks Phi Delt.s
To 28-17 Win Over Sigs

2121 N. 4TH
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dwelling units. A sketch plan for a
public swimming pool is :requi:recl in
the second contest.

HERE THEY

KIMO

l

Reproductions of renowned paintings can be seen in the ,Ia~st show
at the Fine Arts bmldmg. The
show is primarily dev<!ted to ~or)!:s
of the French post Impres~Iomst
school with works by such artists as
Renoir, Degas, Van Gogh, Cezanne,
and Monet.
One of the paintings featured
from this group is "The Card Players" by Cezanne. The old masters
are represented in the canvases of
El Greco and Tintoretto. Picasso's
·«still Life With Guitar" is one of
the modernistic pieces on display.
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Architects to Compete

Walker to Speak on FCC
Practices, Fuhctions
George

Paul A. Walker, Federal Com·
munications Commission member,
will speak tomorrow at 8 p.m. in
Fenley
the Science Lecture hall. He .is be. ing pi·esented by the UNM College
of Law.
Walker1 . who has be~n an. Fqc
member smce it started m 1934, Will
discuss functions and practices b'eG. Ward Fenley of Albuquerque.
fore the Federal Communications
Mu Phi Epsilon awarded Fenley Commission as it applies to radio
first }lrize in a contest sponsored by and tele-communications.
that organization _lit McFarlin hall
The public is invited.
on the campus of Southern Methodist University. He was 15 at the
time and won over students whose
ages ranged up to 21.
WEATHER
The Symphony will also . Plll;Y
Handel's water music, ballet music
from Schubert's Rosamunde, and
Considet•able cloudiness today,
the Overtui'e to Die Meiste1•singer with a high of 54 degrees. Possible
ft·om Wagner.
snow over the mountains late today,

Fenley Is Civic Orchestra Guest Star
George Fenley, 19-year-old violinist, will be the guest artist J?r~·
sented by the Albuquerque CtVJ.c
Symphony orchestra at 8:15 p.m.,
Thursday, in Carlisle gym.
Fenley will play the Menlelssohn
Concerto in E minor, a vehicle particularly designed to exhibit the talents of a. young artist.
At the age ol' fiv~ Fenley won a
taltmt contest du:rmg the Texas
Ocm tenninl in 1936.
Fenley is the son of Dr. nnd Mrs.

•

By Jim Tucker
The new Associated Students constitution was unanimously·
a.pproved by the voting facult. Y y·esterda.y· aftern.oon.
· The Student Affairs committee and the Policies committee
favored the new constitution by unanimous vote last week. It
was approved last spring by the Student senate.

Taos Ed•t
8 k
I or s 00
MaSke d'GOdS, to 8e
Released by U PreSS
I

"Masked Gods," a new novel by
Frank Waters, editor of the Taos
weekly El C:repusculo, will be released by the University Press tomorrow.
A product Of 20 years of :research, the nove1 is an interpreta-

Ratification by the student body
and approval by the University
regents is all that is necessary for
the n.ew statutes to become campUj!
law in September, 1951.
The new constitution is the first
to be submitted for faculty approval. If ratified by the student
body and approved by the University regents it will be the first Associated Students constitution to
have complete sanction of the University.
Drafting of the new constitution
began in November, 1949 as a revision of the old, now present, one.
The result is a ew, streamlined
document which is11about one-fourth
as long as the present constitution.
The new document increases the authority and responsibilitY of the .
Student senate and gives more proportionate :representation of students in the senate. .
Among other changes, the new
constitution makes it necessary for
the Student senate to approve or
dt'sapprove of all budgets prepared
by the Student council. Under the
new consti'tuti'on the ·Student sen"te
" must revt'ew all maJ'or appointments made by the student bod1
president.
·

,,
!
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Baby Gets Blood,
Baca Thanks Donors
Frank Waters

Albert Baca, UNM student
whose baby was in need of blood·
transfusions last :week, reported
today that his 16-months-old son's
condition has improved,
Baca said he wished to thank all
students who contributed to the
·St.. Joseph's hospital blood bank in
his child's behalf.

tion of Navaho and Pueblo ceremonialism against a historical background. It interprets the meaning
of the ceremonials in terms of modern systems of science-psychology,
geology, and atomic physics. The Engineers, Physicists,
author draws a comparison between
the religious philosophies of the Mathematicians Needed
Pueblos and Navahos and Eastern
Staff members from the Naval
civilizations.
Electronics laboratory in San DiWaters lived on the Navaho res- ego will interview prospective emervation when he was a boy and has ployees tomorrow and Thursday.
lived around Indians most of his
R. K. Sigler, director of the Unilife.
versity placement bureau, said that
Among his most important works Harold Abbey and Cy Fraser would
are "The Colorado," which sold 60,- be on the campus looking for young
000 copies and was praised by 250 men who want to do electrical en:reviewers, and "The Man who gineering work. Special jobs for
Killed the Deer." The latter was physicists and mathematicians :will
termed by Stephen Vincent Benet, also be available. The San Diego
Burton Rascoe, John Chamberlain, laboratory is also looking for engiand Joseph Henry Jackson as the neers in the fields of civil, mechani"best novel on Indians ever writ- cal, structural, architectural, and
ten."
chemical engineering.
Of his eight novels, two have been
The field is limited to graduates
published in Englancl and one in or to those who will finish some
France.
time this year, Sigler said.
, He said that seniors accepted
be granted a 90-day deferHoff Talks ·to Sigma Xis could
ment and that veterans could be
Dr. C. C. Hoff, assistant professor accepted and . granted unlimited
of biology, spoke at the regull!r time to report for duty.
meeting of Sigma Xi last night. Hts
All persons interested should
topic was "The Nature of the Biotic contact Sigler by tomorrow morning.
Community."

Former U Lecturer •••

l-luie Edits American Mercury
William Bradford Huie, free
lance writer and UNM visiting professor in journalism for the 1949
summer session, has been appointed editor of the American Mercury,
Announcement of the appointment came in a letter from David
Eliot Green to Dr. Thomas C. Donnelly, a close friend of H uie's.
Huie, . an Alabaman, has free
lanced sincel937. One of America's
fm•emost advocates of air power,
he has had articles appearing on
that subject in Readers' Digest and
othei' magazines. Huie autJ1ored a
book titled "The Case Agamst the
Admirals.''
Since 1937 Huie has written

largely for Readers' Digest, Coronet, Nation's Business, .Liberty, and
American Mercury.
He first broke into prominence
with an expose of former communists in th. eatomic energy set-up.
While at UNM he had several na•
tionwide tilts with David Lilienthal,
then head of the Atomic Energy
Commission.
Last spring Huie wrote an article
on the Lo:rius case which was an
incident of two vacationing couples
who disappeared after last being
heard from in. Albuquerque, The
article appeared in Coronet.
H. L. Mencken was editor of
American Mercury.
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"The University gives you an opportunity to experiment with writing and a chance to learn responsibility in writing," said Gordon K.
Greaves, visiting lecturer in journalism for this week.
- Greaves, editor of the Portales
Daily News, is a graduate of UNM.
He is talking to journalism classes
here on various phases of newspaper work~ He said his subject in
some of the beginning classes will
be on rules and regulations of
newswriting.
"Rules and ;regulations," he said,
''should be a 'guide for writers and
not a dictate,"
Editor of the Daily Lobo in 1934
and 1935, he said he was pleased to
note the progress of the paper, "particularly in photography.' In 1935
he said there were few pictures in
the Lobo and those were borrowed
from the town papers.
Greaves said the present journalism department is "beyond the wildest dreams of my time.'' In those
days the journalism departmenJfl
was in the attic of Rodey hall with
some lectures given in a basement
room.
•
To all writers his advJCe was to
learn to express themselves simply
and clearly.
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(English Assignment: An ORIGINAL composition)
for Gaylord. Only the continental
atmosphere of a little hard-to-find
foreign restaurant will do for Gaylord, and he will wear his heels
round to find such a place. His con·
versation which clings almost exclusively to such topics as existentialism, sex, and modern al't, would
have left the old man cold.
The ·gimcracks and affectations
created by this group are hardly any
different from the fraternal badges
which it professes to abhor. Viereck's point, of course, is that a
bunch of Gaylords are managing in
a modern way to out-Babbitt old

George himself.
The Gaylords are an unwelcome
inclusion in truly liberal circles .. To
judge genuinely intellectual groups
by them is unfair, but hard to
avoid, since they make the most
noise. While the genuine thinkers
quietly strive for progress, the
verbose pseudos are off jousting
with windmills.
Greatness, fortunately, appears
as frequently among individuals as
it does among fraternal people. But
the presence of single - celled
growths such as the Gaylords is
always around to smother it.

The Word
By Marge Helper
Hue You Got The Word Yet1

University Program
• • .Voice ol the Students

American Heart in Purse?
Dear Editor:
I am a member of the undergraduate student body of the University of New Mexico.
I hang my head in shame.
It is true I did not realize how
low my sense of values had sunk un- ~
til events of recent weeks led me
to do some investigating.
And, the more I uncover, the
more persons with whom I talk, the
more I see for myself, the sicker I
become.
By my very existence as an undergraduate, I am a party to the
actions of the Student Council.
And I am humiliated.
I made the social error of asking
a foreign graduate student if he
enjoyed the Totenberg concert.
Then, and only then did I learn
that not only he, but a number of
others, had not attended for lack
of an activity ticket.
I began to realize what this
meant. They had not seen "Dream
Girl" at Rodey. They had not seen
a football game. They will not see
the Don Cosacks.
In fact, very bluntly, unless they
come across with dollars in cold,
hard cash, which most of them don't
happen to have, and cannot earn
under student visa regulations,
they're not going to witness any
part of anything on campus outside
the classroom.
In June they will return to their
respective countries, thouroughly
educated in one respect at leastthe American heart always has been
and always will be securely locked
in its pocketbook.
May you, dear members of the
Student. Council, in your years of
maturity to come, someday realize
the implications of what you have
done in turning down an .ad minis·
trative suggestion that these foreign guests be given complimentary
activity tickets.
As for me, I thoroughly understand your psychology of not giving
anything away free which doesn't
cost you anything to give---"l!special·
· ly when there is a chance you can
get paid for it.
I realize business is business.
And, as long as we've been so ungracious and unjust to our faculty
and graduate students, why not extend such action to the rest of the
world. .
I repeat, business is business
where graciousnes!l 'and consideration mark the sucke!'.
Betty Jane Reba!

· Out of the Past
Dear Editor:
I would like to take issue with
you on your somewhat inflated
statement in your "20 page silver
anniversary Homecoming issue"
that represents the largest paper to
appear on the New Mexico campus
in 52 years.
If you will d1•ag out your rusty
pica stick and do some measuring,
I am sure you will find that last
year's Homecoming Lobo, numbering 12 full size (not puny tabloid)
pages exceeds your 1950 effort by
416 column inches; the equivalent
of more than four more pages of
your present format.
In other words, dear editor, you
are going to have to go 2411.. pages,
not 20, to set a size record for the
Lobo.
Bill Richardson
Editor's note: Bill Richardson
was associate editor in charge of
last years Homecoming Lobo.

Red Flag Wavers
Dear Editor:
With the growing crisis in the
world about us we think the Lobo
should spend more time on more important isues than this LoboThunderbird feud.
Obviously the Admissions office
and Dean Gausewizt in the Law
School are not doing anything about
the type of men entering so we
think we should . bring it to the
Lobo's and the University's attention.
The Red Flag is out in the Law
School. Three of the top radicals in
the University are in the first year
class and nothing is said about it.
Here's the dope:
1. . Robert "Bob" Cox-from
UNM's undergraduate school. Says
he's a Democrat. Forever yelling
about everything and anything that
goes on here. Against fraternities,
2. Alvin Warren-from UNM's
undergraduate school and formerly
from Philadelphia. A former Wallace man; devotes. all of his spare
time to the AFofL. Says Republicans are "capitalistic warmongers.''
Warren is now on cal! to return to
the U. S. Marine Corps as a sergeant. Wonder if the Marines know
how he feels?
3. Allan Spit~from Johns HopIdns (Lattimore and Hiss are also)
A former Philadelphian and a cor:
poral in the
Marine Corps.
Former fratermty man who is the
most outspoken of the bunch on the
fraternity ~ystem. He says that
Lattimore was slandered and not a
Commie. Calls Senator McCarthy a

u,. s.

TUESDAY- UNM Young .Democrats meeting, 4 p. m. in west end
of SUB.
Club de Anza meeting, 7:a\) p. rn.
in SUB basement lounge.
Anthropology club pre sent s
F1·ank Van Wort lecturing on
Mesa Verde, 7:30 p. m. in Ad.
153.
NAACP meeting, 8 p.m. in Yl-8.
Lobo Chtistian Fellowship Bible
study and group discussion, 7:30
p. m. in C4-2.
UNM Forensic society meeting,
8:15 p. m. in Y1-1.
Delta Sigma Pi meeting, 8:30 p.
m. in Y1-8A.
Songfcst rehearsal, 4 p. rn. in
SUB basement lounge.
Hitch and Switch Square .Dance
club, 8:30 p. m. in gym.
WEDNESDAY - Exhibition of
Jonson gallery, 1909 Los Lomas,
3:80 to 5:80 p.m.
Alpha Kappa Delta initiation tea,
4:30 p. m. in SUB basement
lounge.
A. Ph. A (student branch) meeting, 5 p. m. in Science L2cture
hall.
Panhllllenic council meeting, 5 p.
m. at Delta Delta .Delta house.
Student council meeting, 5 p. m.
in Student council room.
Al))ha P]li Omega active meeting,
7 )). m. m SUB basement lounge.
Candl!!light dance, 7 to 9 p. m. in
SUB ballroom.
Boots and Saddles club meeting,
7:30 p. m. in Y1·5.
Delta Sigma Pi active meeting,
7:30p.m. in Y1·1.
Delta Sigma Pi pledge meeting,
7:30 p • .m. in Y1-3.
Press club meeting, 7:30 p. m. in
Joul'nalism 212.
·
"boob" who is more of a detriment
to America than Hitler. Says the
great Justice Holmes was nothing
a Conservative Republican behbut
ind his times.
·• ·
We
feel
that
everyone,
including
t he men themselves, should know
hbow the rest of the Law School feels
11; out ~hem. We dare you to pubhsh th1s letter.
W~ko up, Dean GauSGwitz 1mcl
P resident
Popejoy.
William l'rosser
Richard Campbell
.. ,
. Samuel Wilhston
Editors note: We are sure
Dean Gauscwitz ani! President
PopeJoy wou~cl feel this letter
were •neere If the students who
wrote it had signed thE\ir real
nnmes. No such students by the
above names_ are registered at
UNM, and we · feel sure the
famous Iawyerswho do go by the
a~ove names had nothing to do
With the letter,

;1'

rttARGE HELPER, Editor

The Alvarado hotel ballroom will
be the scene of the Marron-Hokona
informal candlelight dance Friday
from 9 p; m. to midnight. Rita'a
band
provide filti!lic •.

will

There is no need to worry about
falling hair. Suppose it ached like
teeth and had to be pulled out.

I
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You Can't Beat It!
Choice Beef
T-Bone Steaks .. $1.25
Club Steaks ____ $1.00
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Luncheons 69e and 79e
Breakfasts 29c and up
Copyright 1950

l'prlnled from December 1950, luue otl Esquire

by

"It's nice, but I had in mind
aome sort of pension plan"

Esqulr•, Inc

~

Fixley Will Check
Schools in 3 Towns

Lobo Drive-In
2908 E. Central
"Meet Me At the L!Jbt)l"

'

Grades Out Thursday
All sophmnores, juniors, and seniors may start picking up their
grades Thursday morning at 8:15 at
the admissions and records window
in the Administration building.
J. C. MacGregor, admissions director, said that all freshlllen who
have been assigned advisers will get
their grades from their adviser during_office hours on Friday.
MacGregor said that freshmen
who have not been assigned advisers could pick up their grades
the same as upperclassmen.
Students receiving no report on
any course will have to find out
their grades from the individual
instructor, MacGregor said.

Prof. Everett H. Fixley, director
of the UNM Teacher Placement bureau and chairman of the New Mexico state committee of the North
Central association, will leave
Thursday to visit high schools in
Los Alantos, Espanola, and Santa
Fe. The visits are being made in
the interest of UNM and the North
Central association.
Dr. Fixley has visited the following New Mexico high schools this
month: Las Vegas, Springer, Clayton, Raton, Ro:v, .Des Moines, Aztec,
Farmington, Taos, Grants, Gallup,
Cimarron, Kirtland, and Greenville.

•

L. G. BALFOUR COMPANY
manufacturing jewelers
. Please address any inquiries or correspondence to
JIM SHACKLEFORD
1212 THffiTEENTH STREET
BOULDER, COLORADO

Downtown
Central at Third

Uptown
Nob Bill Center.

Welcome Again
Students

the place to go lor the brands you know
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EASTSIDE
ClEANERS

HEADQUARTERS FOR VAN HEUSEN SHIRTS
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Ask Almost Any Student
One Block From U
17(i6 E CENTRAL
TEL. 2·1395

CREAM

BOB'S

Superburgers

be irresistible ... in VANDUROY

I

new corduroy sport shirts
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A delicious treat
A Hamburger feat
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Waters Has Open House
Elizabeth Waters, UNM modern
dance instructor, held open house
last week for music and dance ~tu·
dents at her home on thenorth s1de.
Twenty-seven students ~rom. South
America, France, Hawan, Olnnaw.a,
11nd South Africa attend~d. W1l·
liam Mensa-Dapaa and Richmond
Edward Bawah from the Gold
Coast entertained with Afridan
dances, nnd the Oldnawans sh6'Yed
the Americans and ~ther f<?rCI!;lil
students what boog1e-wocgul m
Japanese style ·is like.

!'
i

.Delta Sigma· l'i, business fraternity, heard H. H. Lutbegg, general
manager of New Mexico Better
Busines sbureau, last week. His topic was "Business Today.''

Elizabeth Waters, modern dance
instructor, announced the formation
of a Modern Dance workshop which
will meet at 7:30 p. m. tomorrow in
the gym. The workshop will be open
to all students interested in space.
Sculpture, music, and art students
are especially invited, Anyone
writing poetry or music who would
like to see his ideas put into movement and dance forms is asked to
see Miss Waters.
"The workshop offers experience
for students to solve and grow with
their ideas in their own mediums,"
the dance instructor said. She hopes
that all dance enthusiasts will attend the meeting so that arrangements can be made and routines
worked out for public lecture demonstrations.
Junior and senior workshops have
also. been formed for music students in percussion. The extracurricular percussion workshops are
open to all students interested in
orchestration and dance music.
They are under the direction of
Ruth Young, accom,Panist and composer, who was tramed at the Boston Conservatory of Music.

Ernest Carmichael has been selected by Dr. Vernon G. Sorrell,
dean of the College of Business !>-dministration1 to attend the Nattonal Associatmn of Manufacturers
meeting in New York City, Dec. 5S. Carmichael IS
· a b usmess
'
· a dmm'.
istration . senior and president of
Alpha Kappa l'si business fraternity,

I

Dorm Women to Dance

I hope Homecoming and eightweeks never come together again.
Famous Last Words: "They
won't ever take me; I have a bad
knee.''
Karla Banta, Theta, was here for
a visit recently.
Some of the pinnings over the
weekend are: Bobby Allyn, Bande- Will Dates Rate Mates 1
lier to George York, KA; Anne
The Forensic society·wm meet toPet~rson, Theta, to Jack Boyd, KS;
and Al~ha Stidham, .Theta, to Jim night at 8:15 in the Speech build·
.Parnell;l'hi Delt:'Goo'd luck to all ing. Members of a panel will discuss the topic, "In What Way Does
of them.
.
d
. ht Dating Enable Young People to
The SAE hayride Satur ay mg
was a terrific party. The wagon left Make the Best Choice of Mates?"
from the house and went to the
mountains. In a lodge ,ihere was a Lettermen to Pick Queen ·
dance to mountain mus1c. (I use the
The Lettermen club will elect its
term music loosely). Mr. and l!frs. queen tonight in a meeting at 7:30
Hafen were chaperones.
..
in Yl-12, President Gene Polk said.
Bill Blanc, who was a Phi .Delt Nominations will be accepted for
here and is now in the navy, ha~ 1'8• "Who's Who on College Campuses.''
turned to the States. Bob Lahker,
also in the navy, is due here around
"Pina" means "pineapple"; it has
Thanksgiving, Bob is an SAE.
close relatives in the family BromeI'm sorry that more couldn't have liacae.
·
turned out for the welcome-home at
the airport. It was nice of Dean
"The candidate who receives the
Clauve to leave it to the hol:!se- greatest number of votes at a pri~
mothers to decide whethers the girls mary becomes the nominee of _his
should go. Too bad it couldn't have party, and if he receives the greatbeen arranged. I think that the gen- est number of votes at the final eleceral opinilln is that the boys gave a tion he is declared elected.''-Amer• ican State Government by MacDongood showing.
.
Last Friday there was mention ald.
of a pinning an~ UnJ!inni,ng, of the
same couple. First, It didn t take
place· second, I didn't put it in, even
though it apepared unaer my name.
However Wright Van Deusen is going steady with Judy Caldwell ail of
·SWIFT'S ICE
Sunday night.
.
•
.
Let's all support the APhiO Toy
dance. It's this Friday.

Business Student to Go
To Manufacturers' Meet

..
i

Portales Editor Tells Gym Dancers Will Put
Students How to Do It Poetry Into Motion

a

FREE AND EQUAL PINNING

With the season's reverses on the gridiron, Coach Dud DeGroot's theme song may very well be "Carry me back to West
Virginia."

c •

OCIETY
.

Who's a Babbitt?

lETTERIP

,-
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Nestled cozily beside this column
last week was a none-too-cozy Letterip entry. Presumably intended
Danny C. Terry ------------------------------------Managing Editor as
a defense of the T-Bird, it degenBill Wade ---------------------------------------------News Editor erated to creating a mythical cam~hil Godfried -------------------------------------Business Manager
pus group Which was alleged to
Bob Kayne -------------------------------------Circulation Manager be
resisting with l'hilistine gusto
Troy Kemper --------~---~-----------------------------Night Editor all worthwhile literary efforts.
fiiii:PnB&.NTED ,OR H"TIONAL. AD\faRTISJNGI •r
It was clear enough that fraterNational Advertising Service, Inc.
nal organizations were the nucleus
Co/lege PublishersllJ,present.:titJ<
of this reactionary body, but the
41!0 MADISON A)IB,
NEW YORI<. N, Y,
war envisioned between fraternities
CHICUO • RCIITOII • LOI AIICII~I ' SA• FIAIICIICO
and independents, Daily .Lobo and
'l'l1e Dally Lobo is an independent nev;:spaper l!Ublished !or the benefit of the studenta
T-Bird, Republicans and literary
and the University, ·but it does not assuane th~t opinions expressed in editoria~ and
folk,
was clear to no one except the
columns are necessarily those of the majority ttof the student body. Authorship of eon ..
letter's writer.
trlbutions to the Letterip column must be known to the editors, althoua"h names mQ' be
withheld on request. Letters m,ay be cut if e:Xceedine 250 wprds.
As, a defense for T-Bird Boss
Abbey,
who didn't need one in the
----------------~--------------- first place,
it was laid .on with a
trowel. As an example of a new
social paralysis equally as chronic
as the Babbittry it attacks, th~ let"Pinning is a process restricted to persons possessing pins," ter was a gem,
:the man who owns one says. But ask an pld veteran student who
When Sinclair Lewis crucified
can't afford to buy a pin because his pin money goes to keep his solid-citizen Georg~ Babbitt, he
baby's diaper in proper position, and he says, "Pinning- thereby immortalized a type of person who has since been under 28
phooey."
years of constant ridicule. The real
The time has come for an unbiased explanation of pinning, estate business and membership in
Boosters' clubs got to be downnot only to inform the pinless, but to re-establish the facts in the
right
unpalatable. Everyone scramthe minds of heads with pins,
bled as far off Main Street as posA "pin," says Webster, "is a piece of wood or metal used for sible, and it became app11rent that
best way to prove the break with
fastening things together. It is usually a small, pointed and the
community bromides was to join in
headed piece of wire for fastening clothes or attaching papers, loud and clear with the Babbitthence a thing of small value, a trifle."
baiting free-for-all. In the midst of
this, George Babbitt's heir, Gaylord
Examples listed are clothespin, linchpin (used to keep a Babbitt,
materialized.
wheel from falling off), rolling pin, bowling pin, and skittle pin.
Gaylord is the name given to the
Colloquially, Webster says, pins are also legs.
modern, pseudo-enlightened youth
The process of pinning is described as "to fasten, join, secure, in a study by Poet-historian Peter
Viereck, a Harvard professor. Gayor tr~nsfix by or with a pin. To fasten or hold as by thrusting a lord
has gone so far in renouncing
pin through; to seize and hold fast." An exatnple phrase given the folksy philosophy of his father
is, "He did not care a pin for her." Figuratively, a pin is "that that he now defies all middle-class
conventions. Where old George
on which something is pinned," like the back seat of an auto- would
hang Whistler's mother over
mobile or a booth at Okie's. A pin is also "a hard swelling or the bare
spot on the wall, Gaylord
callus on the sole of a hawk's foot." Definition two under 11-a is must have a Picasso.
c
not tit to be printed.
The Boosters' club was good
· To be in or on a jolly or merry pin is to be ina merry or enough company for Dad, but not

jolly mood or frame of mind. "To fasten, affix, or attach (to or
on a person or thing) ; as, to pin a slander on a person; hence,
now rare, to make dependent upon," seems to be the definition
most accurately identifying pinning as practiced on this
campus.
It appears that what Webster was driving at in his scholarly exposition is that a pin is a sharp object with a flat head that,
if used properly. will hold things together and keep wheels from
going astray. Pinning also seems to have slanderous implications under certain circumstances.
In effect Webster tended to confirm that a requisite to pinning is possession of a pin; so perhaps the campus politicos
·missed the boat last election by not issuing a cry for "free and
equal pinning for all." A date bureau was one of the campaign
planks. Why the discriminatory pinning practices?
jg

'
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DRIVE-IN
3723 E. Central
7624 E. Central

RICHARDSON'S
ROOTBEER
A TASTE-TEMPTING
A BEVERAGE DELlGHT

No need to slalom or Christiana-just bowl 'em over
in rugged, tough Van Heusen Vanduroy sport shirts.
In bright, wide-awake colors, these corduroys do
amazing things with skis or with the she's. Let nothing
stand in your way, see Vanduroy tQday.

Q

Van Hensen
h.
·
•
·t
s~~:~;~;;;: S If S
. ····,

"the world's

PHILLIPS-JONES CORP., NE\V YORK•-1, N. Y.
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Ploy-by~Pioy of Lobo-Army Game
Editor's Note: This is the nrst .
time a complete play-by-play has
'been carried in the Daily J.obo.
By Paul Shodal
'
The following is the play-by-play
ot the Army-New Mexico game,
played at Michie stadium, Wef!t
Point, N. Y., Nov. 11. We hope 1t
will serve a purpose in showing
how improved tl:le Lobos' play was
over the past five weeks.
New Mexico kicked to Army.
l3laik passed to Martin for 6. Blaik's
pass to Weaver was broken up.
Pollard hit the middle for 3 and
Blaik punted to the NM 24.

punted out on Army 41.
Filipski hit middle for 6. He hit
same :for 9. Blaik threw to Foldberg
fo. 5, Filipski failed to gain. Blaik
tried passJ rushed by Logan, thl'OWn
for 10 ya, loss. Filipski ran right
end for 21. Fischl. hit center for 9.
Filipski fumbled, · recovered by
Guiney on NM 24. Hill hit off tackle
fol.' 3. Lateral, Cox ·to McSmith,
made 4. Hill lost 1 in the center.
Hill. punt!ld, partially blocked by
Shira, out on NM 30.

Hill made two yards off right
tackle. McSmith carried off tackle
for 24. Hill again ran off tackle for
2 and Orosco punt~d. The Army
safely fumbled the punt, but recovered.
Martin ran off his left tackle tor
8. Blaik threw perfectly to Foldberg, who dropped the pass over
center. Pollack ran his left end for
7 and a first down. Blaik tried to
pass, was blocked by Bernitsky and
Newman. Martin ran off guard for
8. Blaik threw to Pollard for 4.
Blaik punted to Hill on NM 15.
·. Martin made 10 around J.E,
'fumbled; but Ackerson of Army
'came up with ball in the midst of
several Lobos. Pollard ran tor first
'down. Martin runs to Lobo 43. Pollard ran through left side, picked
·UP blockers nicely, and raced 43
yards for the score. Pollard converted. '7-0.
Pollard kicked to Hill on goal
line. Return of 30 yds. Hill s}ipped
going inside right end, no gain.
Hughes passed to Hill, good for 24
yds. McSmith threw good block. Cox
made off right guard. Cox made 2
in center for first down on Army 34.
Hill made 3 in the middle. Hughes'
pass to McSmith was incomplete.
End of 1st quarter. Army '7, New
.Mexico 0.
·

Filipski ran right end for 2.
Fischl hit the center for 8, then hit
off tackle for '7. Filipski made 5 and
first down on NM '7. Blaik crossed
Lobos up bu passing to Foldberg for
score. Pollard converted. Army 30,
New Mexico 0.
Pollard kicked to Hill on NM 3,
return of 22 yards. Hughes thrown
for 4 yard loss. Hughes :rushed in
passing, thrown :for 13 yard loss,
Speer fumbled attempting to punt.
Army took over on NM 2. Filipski
scored off right guard. Pollard converted. Score: Army 8'7, NM 0.
Pollard ldcked to Cox, return of
18 yards. .McSmith failed to gain.
Price passed to McSmith :for 9. Hill
made 4 off left guard. Hill gained 3
over right guard. Price's pass, intended for Speer incomplete (a juggle act by both t"eams). Price passed
to Hill for 5. McLaughlin made 3
3 and first down on Army 47. On
the most deceptive of the Lobos'
plays, Price lateraled to McLaughlin for 9. Price passed to Hill, no
gain. Hill hit the center for first
down. McJ.aughlin made 4 off left

DAitY LOBO
Filipski made 5 off left tackle.
Boyle made 5 off tackle, Reich found
Weaver behind the"defendoo;s, threw·
to him for a score. The play covered
6'7 yards. (5 min., 41 sec., of 4th qt.)
Pollard converted. Army 44, NM 0,
Pollard kicked to Hill, who returned 1 '7 yds. McSmith made 6 in
the center. Price's pass to Speer,
incomplete, Price's pass, intended
for Speer, was intercepted by
Blaik, who returned 10 yards to NM
22. Depew ran right end for 6,
Filipski made 1 at right tackle.
Reich's pass to Weaver, 15 yds to
NM 3. Depew made 2 in the center.
Fischl scored on straight buck. Pollard converted. Score: Army 51,
NM 0.
Pollard kicked to Hill in the end
zone. He t•eturned 14 yds. McLaughlin made 1. E;ughes' pass to Keenan,
incomplete. McLaughlin around left
end for 5, Speer punted.
Fifteen yards vs. Army, clipping.
Guess made none at center. Fuqua
made 4 off right tackle. Filipski
kicked to Hill on NM 8. Two Orosco
passes intended for Hill, incomplete.
McLaughlin made 4 off right tackle.
Orosco fumbled snap, but got off
good kick. Boyle made 5 off right
tackle; Boyle thrown for 5 yard
loss. Boyle's pass, intended for
Loehlein, incomplete. Filipski kicked
out on NM 20:

--

Hughes made 4 off right tackle.
Hughes was rushed twice for losses
as the game ended. FINAL SCORE:
ARMY 51, NEW MEXICO 0.

,·

•

Filipski ran right end for 4. Depew hit other end for 5. Fischl ran
:for 4 and a first down. Blaik's long
pass, intended :for Filipski, intercepted by Campbell on NM 25.
Cox made 2 through the center.
Hughes was thrown for a 10-yard
loss attempting to pass. Hill, on a
fake punt, gained 4. Orosco kicked
out on the Army 45.
Filipski made 4 . on a cut-back.
Blaik's pass, intended for Conway,
was long. Filipski ran his left end
:for 2. (Morales laid a good tackle
on him.) Blaik kicked out beautifully on the NM 3.
Cox hit the middle twice for a 13·
yard total. Hill made 1. Cox made 2
in the center. Orosco's kick was
blocked by Erickson. Ball rolled out
of end zone for 2 point safety for
Army. Score: Army 23, New Mexico 0.
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Huffman to Relate Pi Beta Phis Throw
Story of Army Trip lce~skating Party
l3erl Huffman, UNM director of
athletics, will be master of ceremonies at Wednesday's Booster meeting at the Hilton hotel. He is expected to relate experiences of his
trip last week during which he
spoke to five UNM alumni meetings
and saw the New Mexico-Army
'
:football game. ·
Bill Hall, managing director of
the UNM Alumni association, accompanied Huffman on the trip
East.
·
Films of the game and a discussion on the Army and Bradley
games are also on the schedule.

·'

LOBO
.

.

Cljirk Talks to Lawyers
On Property Statutes
Robert E. Clark, assistant professor of law, spoke 'yesterday at
the Albuquerque LawYer's luncheon. He reviewed some aspects of
the community property law in New
Mexico.
Clark is a member of the New
Mexico and Arizona bar associations. He has practiced in Albuquerque and Las Cruces.

Independents Take First
In Volleyball Tourney

. P,..LBUQUERQUE, N.M., WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1950.

Looney Promises .Action ·If Thefts Continue

Pi Beta Phi entertained Sigma
Alpha Epsilon and Phi Delta Theta
Sunday at an ice-skating party at
the Ice arena: In spite of several
bumps and bruises acquired during
the afternoon, the party was a
great success,
For an example of bumps and
bruises, take a look at Tommy
Thompson's right cheek.
.
Nearly 100 people participated. in
the games and fancy"skating. Bernice Wilson, Pi Phi social chairman,
was in charge.

'

'

Sunday Performance
Of Bach BMinor Mass
Uses AII-U Music Cast
~.

'

The Independents emerged victors in the intramural volleyball
tournament Saturday. The Alpha
Delta Pis took second place.
Ann McNamara, tournament
chairman, said four organizations
entered teams in the tourney: Newman club, Alpha Delta Pi, Independent, and Phi Pi. Four men and
four women made up each team.
Refreshments were served after
the tournament.

Pictured
is the now happy Albert Baca family. Baca's
16-months-old son was seriously ill last week with a still undetermined malaqy which required blood transful'Jions for treatFient, but he il'! now greatly improved.
·
· Bac& reported that students responded well to a plea to
donate blood in his baby's behalf. to the St. Joseph's hospital
blood bank. Baca said today he wished to thank those who made
the dbove scene possible. (Kew photo)
..

'
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To Each His Quiz .•.

Faculty Eases Rule on Senior ·Groding

&jog your ci,garet:te! &joy 1:tt1l9 .fine tol>acco
iltat combit~es Loti~ pe~t mildness ar1d rich
tasle in one great t:igarelle -ltlclcy Strilce!
Perfect mildness? '5\ou bet. Scientific tests,

confirmed by three ind~pendent consulting
laboratories, prove that ·Lucky Strike is milder
than any other principal brand. Rich taste?
Yes, the full, rich taste.of truly fine tobacco.
Only fine tobacco gives you both real mildness
and rich taste. And Lu<:ky Strike means fine
tobac<:o. So enjoy the happy blending that combines perfect mildness With a rich, true tobacco
taste. Be Happy-::-Go
Lucky!
v

L.S./M.F.T.-Lu~y Strike
~deans Rne Tof>acco

Individual instructors will choose
their own methods of determining
second semester grades for graduating seniors according to a ruling
passed Monday by the votin!; fac:•
ulty, Dr. F1·ance V. Scholes, academic vice-president reported yesterday,
The voting faculty's action came
as a surprise item ·on the agenda
of Monday's meeting.
. .,
D,[. Scholes said this meant that
instructors may or may not give
.final examinations to graduating
students at their own discretion.
Graduating seniors' grades will be
due at the end of the sixteenth
week, D1·. Schores ·added. · . •
Proposals to eliminate senior final

Ope-Armed Golfer
Gives Clinic Today
Jimmy Nichols, one of the country's better golfers, will give a golf
clinic at 12 noon today at the University Golf Course.
FolJowing the clinic, he will play
an exhibition match with three of
Albuquerque's leading golfers. They
are: John Dean, Univet•sity pro;
Tommy DeBaca, country club pro,
and Jimmy Demaret, country club
amateur champ (a cousin of the
other Jimmy).
The public is invited to the cl)nic
and the match f1•ee of charge. Nichols hits the ball as well as any
other ~tolfer, yet he has only his
left arm.

J-lansen, Holroyd Gain
In Handball Tournament

NM kicked off from own 20 to
Flick. Blaik's pass intended for
Flick incomplete. Blaik's pass. to
Loehlein incomplete. Blaik faded to
pass, found no receiver. Morales put
a spine-tingling tackle on him on
west sid Jline at the half. Army 23,
NM 0.

" Last Monday at the handbalL

Second Half
Pollard kicked to Hill, who returned 22 yds. McSmith made 2 and
Cox made 1 in the middle. Hughes'
pass intended fot• Hill .incomplete,
Orosco punts to the 50. Fischl made
4 off left tackle. Boyle fumbled and
Bernitsky recovered on NM 45.
Cox, no gain, in middle. Hughes' ·
• pas fib, to Hill, 36 yds. to Army 10,
called back . as backfield in motion
ol!curred. ·:M:cSmith gained 4. :S:ill

"

·'It
'

. PAUL SU:OPAL, Editor

Army penalized 5 for off side.
Martin made 10 off left tackle. Pollard ran off right tackle tor 10.
First down. Martin gained 8. Blaik's
pass, intended for Foldberg, blocked·
by Bernitsky, Pollack ran for 2
yards and first down. Pollard exploded off tackle (four Lobos
slipped off) and ran 33 yards for
the score. Pollard converted. Army
21, New Mexico 0.
Pollard kicked off from own 35,
:following offsides penalty, to Hill,
returned 19 yards. Hill hit the center for 2. Cox made 4 off left tackle.
McSmith failed to gain in the middle. Orosco kicked to Reich as
Reynolds knocked him out of
bounds on the spot.

-. -:.• :o . .1 .

DAILY

SPORTS

Hill kicked out on Army 10. Pollard bit the center for 1. Martin
swept left end for 24. Blaik's pass
intended for Foldberg incomplete.
Martin ran off left tackle for 23.
Blaik threw to Weaver, 35 yards,
and a touchdown. (Weaver alone in
end zone.) Pollard converted. Army
14, New Mexico 0.
I •
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tackle. McLaughlin fllmbled and·
Army recovered on own 25.

----~·:.~'-1.-

COPfl., Till AMiftiC~II TOI4COO i:OMP<INV

eoUl'ts Joe Apao and AI Bove team•
ed ttp to beat Lou Damron and Harlan Grosshans. Later in the day S.
L. Sto1·aeth and D. Wells came together to take their games from
B. Brockington and Charles Litter.
Last Tuesday Bob Sanchez won
from Don Mufson 1 21w5 and 21w7,
· Wednesday Don Reid won a close
set of gtunes from Don Reiser,
21-15,14-211-~nd 21·16. Jerry Maier
and David white overcame D. Ducoff and W. E. West in the second
match.
Thur~day John Holroyd came
through to win from Don Reid,
12-21, 21-19, and 21-18. The same
day Ken. Hansen beat F. Larivee,
21·19 and 21~6.

exams have been defeated by the
:faculty group in the past. The most
i•ecent action on the matter, before
Monday's decision, was the denial
last spring of a resolution to eliminate all senior finals and to record
graduating students' grades as of
the twelfth week of the second semester.
Dr. Scholes emphasized that the
faculty's Monday decision did not
prove that senior finals would be
waived in every case. He said it
would be entirely up to individual
instructors as to whether or not
they would give finals.

Civic Symphony Has
Fenley for Concert
The Albuquerque Civci Symphony with Hans Lange conductor
will present its second concert of
the season at 8:15 tomolTOW night
~n Carlisle gymnasium. George Fenley, concertmaster for the sympho~y last year, will be guest violin
SOlOISt,
The program consists of four
numbers: ballet music from Schubert's "Roasmunde," overture to
"Die Meistersinger" by Wagner, the
suite from Handel's "Water Music"
and "Concerto in E Minor" by
Mendelssohn.
The Mendelssohn "Concerto" consisting of three movements, will be
Fenley's selection. This ;number is
regarded by critics as a good medium for the display of talents.
Fenley is a junior at Baylor University, Waco, ·Tex. He has apP9ared in many of the cities of
New Mexico and won the young
at·tists' talent contest last spring.
Lange is in his first year of conducting the symphony. He is substituting for Kurt Frederick, who
is on sabbatical leave.

WEATHER
Partly cloudy and windy today
and tomorrow. Turning colder this
afternoon. A little snow in tl1e
mountains. "Enough to ski on if it
were piled all in one place," the
weather man said. High today 55;
lo\y 20 in the valley, 28 in the
hmghts.

,,

Playing scores written for high C
trumpets on B flat instruments will
make an inter(lsting evening for
the three trumpeters when the
Bach B Minor Mass is presented in
Student Union Building Sunday
night.
The job will be tackled by WilUam Letcher, James Whitlow, and
Robert Heckathorn, all student
music majors in the music department.
·
Prof. Morton Schoenfeld, director of the 54-voice chorus and 21piece orchestra which will perfl>rm
the Mass, said the trumpets would
be used in two choruses.
Boiled from the original five and
one half hour performance in
Bach's day, the performance wilt
require only one and one-half hours,
Schoenfeld said. The all-University
cast includes :four vocal soloists:
Mitzi Reed, Neil Wilson, Evelyn
Losack, and Evelyn Miller.
Besides Prof. Walter Keller, who
will be at the piano throughout the
concert, the orchestra includes:
first violins, Marion Hawley, Joyce
Johnson, and Jane Massie; second
violins, Frances Craig, Gracia
Smith, and Margaret Ann Gore.
Violas: Donald C. Hawley, Naomi
Goodman, and Pattie Classen.
Cellos: John Randall and John
Tatsch!.
Flutes: William Kunltel and Barbara Stubbs.
Oboes: Carolyn Darden and Donald Johnson; bassootls, Edward :Ancona, Jr., and Anita Sandoval; and
trumpets: Whitlow, Letcher, and
Heckathorn.
- Presented as a community service, Schoenfeld said that no charge
would be made :for admission :for
the concert, which will begin at 8:30
Sunday night.
·

Poets Get Chance
In MFT Campaign.
The Lucky Strike cigarette company has invited all college students
to join in the fun by writing fourline jingles :for their "Be HappyGo-Lucky" campaign. There are
cash prizes of $25 for the winners.
There is no limit to the subjects
you can use as long as they deal
with college life and bring in Lucky
Strikes. Here is an example of the
type of jingle wanted:
In learning words and what they
• mean
Semantics is the key
How sad that ancient 0Greeks
knew aught
of L.S./M.F.T.
This, particular jingle ,)VOn J o
Levy, a Northweatern. University
<:oE:d, one of the $25 prizes. ·
There is still plenty of cash waiting to be paid out for winning jingles. Send your fout-linet·s, as
many as you like, to "Happy-GoLucky,'' P. 0. Box 6'7, New York,

.

Democrats' Check
Bounces; No Funds
In Santa Fe' Bank
By Wright Van Deusen
'
A check given the Daily Lobo by
the Democratic Central committee
was returned yesterday by a Santa
Fe bank because of insufficient
funds .in the committee's acocunt,
Robert S. Gillespie, manager of
student publications, reported.
The draft was presented to the
newspaper about two weeks ago in
payment for a full-page political
advertisement in the Nov. 3 Silver
Anniversary Homecoming issue,
The advertisement recommended
John E. Miles for governor and
Tibo Chavez :for lieutenant goverDemocratic Central committee
Chairman Ray Rodgers said in a
long distance conversation with
the Daily Lobo late last night
that funds have been placed in the
committee's bank account, and
the check will be paid.
nor. Miles was defeated by Edwin
L. Mechem, Republican, in last
week's state elections.
The check given the Daily Lobo
was signed by Ray Rodgers, chairman of the Democratic Central
committee. Rodgers was in Santa
Fe yesterday and could not be
reached for comment by the Daily
Lobo.

ASEE Committee
Appoints Wagner
William C. Wagner, head of the
department of civil engineering, announced he has accepted appoihtment to the National Committee on
Educational Policy of the American
Society for Educational Engineer·
ing.
The apopintment of Prof. Wagner
was maile by the chairman, Harry
Rubey, of the University of Missouri. Members of this committee
are selected to serve :for a period
of three years.
Appointed to the A. S. E. E. committee along with Wagner were:
Dr. N. A. Christensen, director of
the school of civil engineering at
Cornell University, and Prof. F. W.
Edwards, director of the department. of civil engineering at the
Illinois Institute of Technology.

Communications Man
Speaks In Lecture Hall
Paul A. Walker, vice-chairman of
the Federal Communications Commission, spoke last night in' the Science Lecture hall. His topic was
"The Functions of and Practice Before the FCC."
Walker has abeen a member of
the FCC continuously since its inception in 1934. Prior to that time
he was chairman of the Oklahoma
Public Service commission. He is
one of the most widely-known regu·
latory adniinistrators in the cpuntry.

·stealing Reported
At Four .U Dorms;
Over $150 Filched
By Bob Riddle
"Stealing on the UNM campus
must stop, or we shall. be forced to
call in a special investigator," Sgt.
Noel Looney, head of University
police, said yesterday.
The petty thieving seems to be
general rather than restricted to
any one area. Items have been taken from women's dorms, dorm D,
and the men's new dorm, Sgt.'
Looney reported.
Mrs. Glad~s Orme1 head re'sident
of Hokona hall, saia five wrougM
iron smoking stands, a Mexic;m
plaque, a number of ash trays, and
a recently purchased floor lamp
were among the things stolen from
. Hokona, A student of that dorm
reported that she had a radio taken
from the reception lounge one night
wliile she and her date were out for
refreshments. Money losses have
been comparatively small.
'
Dorm D had a table lamp stolen,
.Mrs. Mahone, resident there, revealed. A lighter and $22 have also
been taken from that dorm.
'
Sgt. Looney said that several
cat•s and a jeep had been stripped
of accessories near the men's dorm.
Some of the parts were found in the
incinerator behind the dorm.
·
E ..L. Haralson, of the men1s new
dorm, said that quite a number and
variety of possessions and money
have been reported missing by the
men of the dorm. One man lost
more than $100 at the beginning
of the semester when he left his
billfold in his trousers while taking
a show!Jr. Another had·a piggy bank
tak.en. Two other men lost valuable
papers and about $1 each.
A :few nights ago vandals broke
the locks on three vending machines
in . the men's dorm and tampered
with two others. The loss amounted
to more than $10, according to Mr.
Haralson.
Haralson said that some items
reported stolen could possibly be
located in the dorm lost and found
department.
Several of the people interviewed
stated that a search of the dorm
rooms was impossible because police have had no success in obtaining search warrants.
Haralson made several suggestions which he termed "strong requests" for the curbing of petty
thievery. He urged that the men
leave. no money in their rooms at
any time; that the rooms be locked
during all periods of absence; that,
in the event of a lost key, the resident should make application to the
dorm office immediately to obtain a
new one. He said duplicate keys
were available within an hour.
According to Haralson, any ash
stands or lamps removed from the
study rooms or sitting rooms to the
private rooms of the residents must
be considered stolen, and are reported to the police. To avoid embarrassment he suggested that students never remove any item of :fur•
nitu1·e from the dorm lounges.

I
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Drum Major Tells Baton Twirling Secrets
.
.
"Like every specialized activity, explained.
F!f.ger twirls are subclassified
the art of baton twirling . has a
terminology all its . own," John !lccording to the number of fingers
Large, drum major :for the UNM mvolved. Rolls were developed 1n
the South primarily by Steve Borne
band, said.
Large will perform with the UNM of the Louisiana State University
band at the half-time activities dur- band. They are generally slower
ing the B1•adley-Lobo football game than other twirls because they are
unconttolled by the hands once set
Saturday.
"In every section of the eountry, in motion.
"The baton is allowed to roll free•
tho names of the various twi:rls and
movements vary as widely as hab- ly around the neck, leg, ankles,
its of dress and dialects," he added. al'ms, elbows, waist or wrists, or
At the present time, seven cate- combinations of these," Large said.
Spins .are identified b~ their :fast,
goi"ies are recognized, he said.
They are: wrist twh·ls, finger twirls, free rotation around the balance
rolls, spins, slides, swings, and point of the._ baton. Slides, because
01' their impossible effect, are usualtosses.
He classes wrist twirls as most ly included in most twirling roucommon and the easiest to perform. tines. The baton does not rotate
"Many of the simpler ones employ in a slide, but they "Memingly apdeception to achieve effect-the ba- . pear :from nowhere and proceed to
ton never leaving the hand and crawl in olltl plane down an arm
never working through the fingers. ' or out through the arms placed
The turning o:f the wrist accom· akimbo."
Swings are adaptations :t'rom the
jJlishes all that is required," Large

Swi~s art of flag. swirting. The baton lS held at the smaller end and is
swung between the legs. "Just as
it appears that the . performer .is
hopelessly tied in a knot with the
baton, the trick 'breaks' and he is
free," Large revealed.
Tosses, also called aerials, are
the most spectacular group of
twirls. The liaton leaves the hand
while spinning, is tossed into the
air, and then returns by gravity to
the performer's hand.
"The variations occur in the man- •
ner in which the baton is caught--left hand or right hand, behind the
back, under the legs, or kicked
back into the air with the foot or
upper leg,'' he explained.
.
Lat•ge concluded, "Baton twirling
has developed to the point where a .
drum major is a showman extraordinary who does everything with
the
. baton except swallow it.''
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